Abstract
Introduction
Handwriting character recognition has always been a challenging and interesting task in the field of pattern recognition. Many feature extraction technique and classification algorithms have been proposed in recent years. The main business and industrial applications of character recognition in the last forty years have been in form reading, bank check reading and postal address reading. By supporting these applications, recognition capability has expanded in multiple dimensions: mode of writing, scripts, types of documents, and so on [1] . The recognizable modes of writing are machineprinted; hand printed, and script handwriting. The early recognizable scripts started with Arabic numerals and boomed to the Latin alphabets, Japanese Katakana syllabic characters, Kanji characters, and Chinese characters. The present work now being done to make Indian and Arabic scripts readable. Several methods of recognition of Latin, Chinese, Arabic, English scripts are excellently reviewed in [2, 3, 4, 5] . In [6] [7, 8] , Support vector machines [9] , Fuzzy logic based [10] HCR are reported for the recognition of handwritten cursive words. Off-line Thai Handwriting recognition using Hidden Markov Model is also found in [11] . Many systems can also be seen on Indian script [12, 13, 14, 15 
Feature Extraction Techniques
Linear discriminant analysis [18] is usually performed to investigate differences among multivariate classes, to determine which attributes discriminate between the classes, and to determine the most parsimonious way to distinguish among classes. Similar to analysis of variance for single attribute, we could compute the within-class variance to evaluate the dispersion within class, and between-class variance to examine the differences between the classes. In this section we briefly explain FLD method for the sake of continuity and completeness. It is this success, which instigated us to investigate FLD for feature extraction and subsequent image classification. Steps involved in the feature extraction using FLD for a set of images are as follows. Suppose that there are M training samples A k (k=1, 2… M), denoted by m by n matrices, which contain C classes, and the i th class C i has n i samples. For each training character image, define the corresponding character image as follows: 1. Calculate the within class scatter matrix (S w ) for the i th class, a scatter matrix (S i ) is calculated as the sum of the covariance matrices of the centered images in that class
where m i is the mean of the images in the class. The within class scatter matrix (S w ) is the sum of all the scatter matrices. 
Experiment Results
In this section, we experimentally evaluate FLD based methods with different distance measures using FLDbased handwritten Kannada character recognition. Each experiment is repeated 25 times by varying number of projection vectors t (where t = 1… 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, and 45). Since t, has a considerable impact on recognition accuracy, we chose the value that corresponds to best classification result on the image set. All of our experiments are carried out on a PC machine with P4 1.7GHz CPU and 256 MB RAM memory under Matlab 7.0 platform. We conducted two types of experiment. In first type, Only Vowels and Consonants are considered. For experimentation we considered samples from 100 individual writers and total of 5,000 characters are considered. Here total number of classes is 50 (vowels, and consonants). Some of the sample images of handwritten Kannada vowels and consonants are shown in Fig. 1 . We train the system by 75 samples and remaining samples are used during testing. Table 1 shows the recognition accuracy of different distance measures for vowels and consonants using FLD based methods. From Table 1 it is clear that for FLD based method, Angle distance measure performs better results compared to other distance measure techniques. In 2D-FLD based method, the performance of Correlation and Angle distance metric achieved good result compared to other distance measures. Whereas in Dia-FLD based method, the performance of Mahalanobis distance measure achieved good result. The combination of 2D-FLD with Angle and Correlation performs better recognition compared to other methods and distance metric. In second type of experiment, some of the modifiers are also considered with vowels and consonants. The total number of classes considered in this experiment is 100 (vowels, consonants, and modifiers). Some of the sample images of handwritten Kannada modifiers are shown in Fig. 2 . We train the system by 75 samples and remaining samples are used during testing. Table 2 shows the recognition accuracy of different distance measures for vowels, consonants and modifiers using FLD based methods. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we addressed the problem of FLD for unconstrained handwritten Kannada character recognition. The proposed method extracts features from well known FLD, 2D-FLD and Diagonal FLD based methods. For classification purpose, we explored different distance measure techniques and tested there superiority on unconstrained handwritten Kannada characters. We conducted two types of experiments. One on vowels and consonants, another on combining modified characters. The combination of 2D-FLD with Angle and Correlation performs better recognition compared to other methods and distance metric for vowels and consonants. For the results combined with modified characters, angle combined with 2D-FLD achieved better recognition rate. 
